SPECIAL REPORT:
GETTING SMARTER THROUGH POOLING
INTRODUCTION

E

The ship owner dilemma

ach year, we will issue a special report focusing on
an area that we believe is not only worth highlighting
but also misunderstood in our sector. By doing so, we
will fulfill one of our missions which is contributing to the
education, modernization and professionalization of the
stakeholders of our old industry.

Too many ship owners focus on their relative
outperformance; whether they do better than other
ship owners. This often leads them to undersell their
services in the hope of perceived marginal gains (by
making sure they get a cargo sooner rather than later)
over the other ship owners.

Last year, we focused on how bulk1 tramp2 shipping
companies like Euronav sell their services and how the
commodity nature of the sale produces some quite strange
consequences, unless managed carefully by participants in
the market. This is once more demonstrated in our sister
industry, the dry cargo3 market, which is undergoing a
surplus of vessel supply. One can see that 7.2 billion tons
of cargoes have been carried for net freight at close to zero
cost during 2015. The owners have chased each other to the
bottom and yet supply of transportation remains one of the
most necessary services in the world. Fortunately, this is
not currently happening in tanker transport and there is a
solution to avoid this situation in the future.

When there is one cargo and two ships in position, the
two owners will often discount each other over several
bidding rounds to get the cargo instead of looking into
the near future to determine whether there is a good
chance to get a second cargo. The time waiting may
be perceived as a loss of potential revenues. In such a
scenario they BOTH lose money as the combination of
two ships and one cargo takes the market down. Giving
a discount to their services is detrimental because each
voyage charter is a separate commodity negotiation
which needs to be priced as precisely as possible to
gain real absolute value that provides an acceptable
or economic return to capital. By underselling their
services, they may cut waiting time but often the
discount is greater than the cost of waiting for the next
cargo priced at a higher market. In the long run, the
reason why relative value is irrelevant is simply that
weak performance does not cause underperforming
ships to leave the market. This has been demonstrated
over the last cyclical downturn. Relative outperformance
will almost never deliver appropriate reward to capital…
It just lowers the market for all capital.

1

Bulk cargo is commodity cargo that is transported unpackaged in large
quantities. The containment for this type of cargo is the tanks or holds

Furthermore, the bidding does not reflect competitive
advantages available to a better run ship and therefore
puts running a safe service at risk for the customer and
the environment.

of the ship.
2

Unlike liner businesses which run between predetermined ports
regularly like trains, trampers go wherever the cargo is and carry it to
wherever it wants to go, within reason, like taxi cabs.

3

The carriage of iron ore and coal in bulk.
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The only way to resolve this dilemma is to be part
of a platform such as a pool, which actively markets
available tonnage every day and by doing so can collect
relevant information to price the freight appropriately.

“

TOO MANY SHIP OWNERS FOCUS ON WHETHER THEY DO BETTER
THAN OTHER SHIP OWNERS AND THEREFORE UNDERSELL THEIR
SERVICES IN THE HOPE OF PERCEIVED MARGINAL GAINS.
THIS MISSES THE POINT BECAUSE IN THIS SCENARIO THEY BOTH
LOSE MONEY AS THE COMBINATION OF TWO SHIPS AND ONE CARGO TAKES THE MARKET DOWN.

“

WHY SIZE MATTERS
Vessels should be fixed on best terms to maximize long-term
average sustainable revenues. In this regard, owners may focus
on minimizing bunker consumption or optimizing speeds to
arrive at the load ports just in time. When a voyage is fixed, the
pool manager will order a vessel to the load port for a specified
loading range and for an estimated amount of bunkers to be
used in performing the voyage. Whilst economies of scale of
operating a large fleet (such as discount on buying bunkers
or minimizing overheads) can improve the net result on that
individual voyage, it cannot impact the market levels.

The broker is usually aligned with the cargo owner, not the
ship owner. Each broker hoping to make a commission on the
contract conclusion will encourage ‘his ship owner’ to bid low
enough to win the auction. The ship owners will be guided as
to who else is bidding and how low they have to bid to succeed.
The ship owners must have good information to know who is a
real competitor and who is not. To be a real competitor a ship
must be of the right age, type and class and be acceptable for
the customer under the OCIMF vetting regime4.
4

Vetting: The Oil Companies International Maritime Forum (‘OCIMF’) set
up a system for inspecting ships to ensure they are fit for purpose. They

But the real power of pooling comes from better market
knowledge and the opportunities this offers the pool manager.
Not only is it better to optimize the voyage earnings through
synergy but also to price the whole market at adequate
economic levels through better knowledge and more
transparency.

use a system called SIRE, Ship Inspection Report Evaluation, which

The earnings of ships come from the movement of cargoes.
So when transport is required for a cargo, the cargo owner
will approach several brokers and sometimes owners directly.
That creates a Dutch auction for the cargo move. The lowest
bidder will win or at least set the contract rate that clears the
market for the other bidders.

The vessel should also be reliable. Only ships which are free
of cargo and close enough to reach the load port on the dates
given can realistically compete.

requires six monthly inspections. Most cargo moves require a SIRE
inspection within the last six months and each oil company is free to
decide if it considers the inspection report satisfactory. The SIRE report
system can only be viewed by the members of OCIMF not by brokers or
ship owners.
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This creates a mini market for each and every cargo, which
comprises those ships that can work that cargo. This
minimarket is defined by time and location. If many ships
are truly available for the cargo, the mini market auction will
take the current market level down. If the number of ships
realistically available is limited, then, provided the owner is
aware of this, the market level should go up. This is regardless
of the global supply of tankers. There is nothing a pool can
do regarding the direction of the market price movement
but it can influence the scale of this move by having good
alternatives through better information. The information
should guide the owner in taking the decision to wait for a next
fixture that might be priced at a higher market level or take
the fixture at hand even if it is at a discount.
The ship owner is always at a disadvantage as the auction is
controlled by the cargo owner who has all the bids. The cargo
owner also knows which ships are cleared for him to use and
what other cargoes need to be moved. There is no uniformity
of information relating to bids or true availability of competing
ships or even future cargoes. The terms of trade in tanker
shipping are asymmetric and favor cargo interests. Pooling
arrangements can try to even this structure up to some small
degree by having a clear view on the balance of truly available
ships. For the ship owner, increased market visibility through
better information is the true added value of a good pool.
Increased visibility broadens market knowledge therefore
improving pricing.
Speed is also critical in the management of vessels in the spot
market. Speeding up (and remember this may worsen voyage

IMPROVING MARKETS
AND LOWERING COSTS
The use of size to seek economies of scale is well known. In
commercial shipping it is effective… with some caveats. Pools
operating the ships of smaller owners allow those owners
access to market information, which is up to date, accurate
and in-depth market information. Furthermore, the pool
can access bunkers in volume, quality and with good price
certainty. The use of a global agent improves management of
cash and costs for voyage expenses. The collection of freight
and demurrage is improved and removes one area in which
most owners want less of a relationship with the customer. All
of these synergies improve the individual voyages but it is the
improvement of the market that should drive ship owners to
pool their vessels, unless they are already operating them in a
significantly sized own fleet. At Euronav, we feel it is still worth
pooling despite having a fleet of 30 VLCCs5.
5

Including TBN Anne which is expected to be delivered in May 2016.

MANY SMALL OWNERS BELIEVE THAT THEY DO NOT NEED TO
POOL, PARTLY BECAUSE THEY ARE REASSURED BY THEIR
CHARTERING MANAGERS, THAT THEY CAN `OUTPERFORM’ THE
POOLS.

“

“

economics) serves a negative purpose if it accumulates the
number of ships bidding on a cargo (increasing the supply).
It can worsen the economics of the individual voyage that
is about to be performed and may take the whole market
level down through increasing supply. Ship owners and time
charterers need to focus on bunker cost management and
should only speed up for a specific cargo that they are likely
to fix and then, only sufficiently to arrive just in time for the
cargo loading dates.
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Many small owners believe that they do not need to pool, partly
because they are reassured by their chartering managers, that
they can ‘outperform’ the pools. On average VLCCs perform
four to six voyages a year so for a ship owner of five VLCCs the
chartering desk of that ship owner will be in the market only
twice a month, hardly a global view.

In 2014 and 2015 the tanker market was improving from a
four-year trough between 2010 and 2013. The markets were
in a noticeably tighter balance, to those who are in the market
every day, yet the improvement in earnings came almost
entirely from a reduction of variable voyage costs through
falling bunker prices. Still, owners failed almost completely
to press the market when it was in their favor. This is the
lost opportunity caused by the small owners operating in
an increasingly industrialized market with limited or little
real market knowledge. It could have been worse but pool
leadership probably prevented the market repeating the
uneconomic earnings levels of 2013.
There is much more to come as developing software,
algorithms and using new data sources become possible.
But to benefit from a predicted uptick in a particular region
an owner can only benefit if its ship is not on the other side
of the world. The pool, if it is large and well run, can provide
a softening effect not just in covering all regions but also in
smoothing time-driven peaks and troughs. A pool can be
present all the time in many more regions and spread risk
across time and place by blending the voyage returns but
most importantly by increasing the chances of pressing up the
value of being in a particular place at a particular time whilst
providing an excellent service to the customer.

WHAT SORT OF POOL
A revenue pool
A revenue pool is purely a means for equalizing earnings of
a group of ships whose earnings are notionally ‘pooled’ but
have not been paid into the same bank account, balancing
payments are then made between ships. It has limited benefits
other than to smooth out the fluctuations of individual voyages
such as market volatility and weather conditions. As the ships
are not operated as a group under a single charterer/operator
the opportunities for improving fixtures and offering better
logistical solutions to the customer do not arise.

A tonnage pool
A tonnage pool has ships placed under commercial and
operational management of a pool manager. A contract which
incorporates a series of clauses from a time charter is used
to establish the pool manager as the disponent owner of the
vessels. This allows the pool manager to enter the market
on behalf of the pool participant with a view to optimize
the commercial and operational performance of the ships.
Operating expenses such as crew, maintenance and insurance
remain the responsibility of the ship owner.

The benefits only arise from operating ships of the same
size, type and class. Being an operator of a large number of
Aframaxes does not help in fixing a VLCC. Running a number
of pools doesn’t provide the requisite skill for managing all
markets either.
In the case of a tonnage pool, the purpose of pooling is to
share the operational earnings from the voyage charter
market, at the daily net revenue level, between the vessels
that participate in the pool in any revenue period.
The net revenue calculation is based on three elements:
1. the revenue, comprising gross freight (i.e., the amount of
money the cargo owner has to pay to transport the cargo)
and demurrage6;
2. minus the voyage expenses, comprising commission,
bunkers (from discharge of the last cargo carried to
discharge of the cargo contemplated by the voyage) and
port expenses;
3. and divided by the time taken to perform the voyage from
discharge port to the next discharge port having carried a
cargo in between.

A pool of information?
An information pool gathering and organizing market
information collected by the participants and providing a
system organizing information in a way that is transparent
and consistent would allow commercial and operational
management of each pool participant to make better business
decisions when fixing their ships. The managers of each
participant could remain independent and responsible for
everything as they trade their own ships independently. The
main benefit would be enabling participants to access more
independent market information, upon which they can rely, so
making sure they price their services accordingly. This sort of
virtual pool may be only a step away with the development of IT.
Each vessel contributes to the pool and will receive from the
pool its individual allocation, which is based on the averages of
the contributions of all the vessels in the pool. The differential
between contribution and allocation should be caused by
the changes in the market rate at the time the voyages were
entered into, the changes in the voyage expenses, the difficulty
of the voyage or the weather encountered. These are the
variables common to all vessels.
6

Additional revenue paid to the ship owner on its voyage charters
for delays experienced in loading and/or unloading cargo that are
not deemed to be the responsibility of the ship owner, calculated in
accordance with specific charter terms

WHAT NOT TO POOL
Where a ship has characteristics in its performance which
reduce or improve the net revenue of a voyage, these should
be identified and penalized or rewarded (to match, reduce
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or improve, in the same order) accordingly. A system of pool
points typically does this by creating a model for a ship with
a performance equating to the average of those being pooled.
This ship is awarded 100 pool points. All other ships are then
given more or less pool points adjusted for the characteristics
of each vessel. These characteristics are usually based on the
description of the ships as warranted by the owner.
Pool points, by their nature, can only be used to address the
differences between the ships as described, and not the ship
as performed, which is only known retroactively after the
performance, trade or market condition has been observed.
This is why, in order to avoid any inequity, it is necessary for
every pool to have an adjustment or correction process to
retroactively amend the pool points during the year. As the
voyage expenses are pooled, the bunkers consumed are paid
for by all the pool members. Also, the cost of an idle7 vessel or a
vessel that has failed a fixture is being paid for by the pool. The
pool manager must be vigilant and always try to demonstrate
that these issues are followed and corrected.
7

When a vessel is not in use, e.g. while waiting for the next fixture, it is idle.

Differences as a result of vetting status or higher than warranted
bunker consumptions should not be pooled to the extent that
these differences reflect the vessel’s non-capability or the lack
of competency of the crew or ship manager. This is typically
adjusted year by year using the performance clauses usually
found in a time charter and which are normally incorporated in
a pool agreement.

WHAT TYPE OF POOL MANAGER
A pool should be a spot tonnage operator only allowing shortterm time charter out on a limited basis to cover short term
commercial storage. Participants in the pool should always be
free to withdraw their ships from the pool to fix their ships out
on long-term time charter out contracts. The pool should not
charter ships in as each participant can charter in and then
place them in the pool. There is no material advantage in the
pool chartering in or out for mid to long time charter contracts,
as the pool has no added value in such negotiation. It would
only disrupt the focus on spot and the Time Charter Equivalent
Earnings (‘TCEE’). A pool only has added value in negotiating
on the spot market because of its knowledge of the true
availability of ships and cargoes. TCEE is the key parameter
for measuring performance and the TCEE of a properly aligned
pool should be focused on extracting the maximum value in
the market balance of any negotiation. Whilst it is desirable to
outperform the TCEE of what other owners, other pools and
indices obtain, this does not determine success although it
is important if the pool is to attract new members. It is also
important to express the TCEE net of all possible commissions,
because this is the money the ship owner is really earning.
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HOW SHOULD THE POOL BE
INCENTIVIZED?
The pool should always be run as a cost center and must have a
remuneration structure that is totally aligned with the interests
of the ship owner participating in the pool to avoid any conflict
of interest caused by being just another layer of brokerage.
The pool manager should be independent but ideally the
ownership of the pool should be held by its participants (the
participating ship owners). All the services should be provided
by employees of the pool. A daily fee should be charged set
within a fixed budget, which will be sufficient to run the office,
remunerate its employees and at the year end, where merited
on a clear set of objectives, pay a bonus.

GOVERNANCE AND CONTROL
The choice of pool is very important. Pooling allows a third
party to market ships and to handle large receipts and
payments on behalf of its participants. Of course a pool will
provide accounts and have them audited but there is no
standard model or system of corporate governance. So how
can an owner know whether the pool manager will act in the
owner’s best interest or in the pool manager’s best interest?
The first warning bell is commission. As explained above,
there is a constant pressure downwards on rates caused by
the remuneration of ship brokers by commission calculated
on gross freight. Commission is only earned for fixing a ship.
The lowest bid fixes the cargo and so the broker tries to find
the cheapest ship. Market intermediaries therefore have no
alignment with the ship owners. So paying a pool manager
on the same basis is to double the trouble. Some charge a
fixed fee as well as a commission on gross freight. There is
no justification for this and the manager enriches himself,
without taking any downside risk, or providing any additional
benefits to the ship owner.
The pool should be owned or at least managed by the
participants who place their ships in the pool. The employees
of the pool manager should be accountable to them. This
needs auditing through pool meetings and full access to
reconciliation of the pool contributions, allocations and
distributions.

When the pool is run for the profit of the managers, the pool
automatically has a conflict of interest and many decisions
that will benefit the pool manager are likely to negatively
impact the ship owners.
For example, one shipping area that most people are unlikely
to pick up is the delivery of a vessel into the pool in a very
disadvantageous position following a very lucrative voyage.
‘Discharge port to discharge port’ accounting will not reveal
this because the long laden passage fell outside the entry of
the vessel into the pool, but the poor performing subsequent

voyage, due to the long compensating ballast passage, will sit
in the pool accounts and be subsidized by the existing pool
members in improved allocation over contribution for the
voyage paid to the new pool member. In an owners-controlled
pool like the Tankers International Pool (TI Pool) this can be
prevented, but many other pools are known to have allowed
this, to attract new members. New members mean additional
voyages and in turn additional commissions for the pool
manager.

THE FUTURE
As Information Technology (IT) plays a larger and larger role,
news and information flow more quickly. The challenge is to
have a position in shipping that can benefit from the information
by using it, not only through analyzing it properly but also by
having a definitive action to take, that gives the information real
value: choosing to fix or not fix a ship. As explained above being
in a pool means more ships, more voyages, better experience
and constant opportunity to express experience, knowledge and
information in a meaningful way. It therefore justifies (i) data
gathering and, (ii) continuous investment in IT, for example, the
TI Pool database has voyage data on 60,000 voyages going back
to the late 1990s.
The TI Pool also developed a mobile app ‘VLCC Fixtures’,
publicly available in the App Store and Google Play and free of
charge. Why? Because the cheapest ship sets the market and,
it seemed to TI, many owners were not up to date or not being
kept reliably informed by their brokers. Things are moving fast
in communications and the investment needed to stay abreast
is costly and can only be afforded if it can be implemented to
effect improvement of earnings on a daily basis.

COMMERCIAL CONSOLIDATION

to speed up and will as a consequence reduce consumption of
bunkers and reduce production of CO2. Customers find that if
a ship is delayed and failing to meet a cargo pickup window,
another ship may be substituted. Pools may even be able to
enter into a multiple voyage commitment known as a Contract
of Affreightment. However, all of this can only be done if many
ships are controlled by one entity.
Experienced ship owners can see that the VLCC market is
increasingly dominated by National Oil Companies (NOCs)
rather than the Independent Oil Companies (IOCs) and the
movement of cargo is driven not by market arbitrage or
opportunity, although this may play its part, but by national
requirements. There is always another cargo and so the long
game is well suited to this increasingly industrialized sector as
a whole. This may well lead to the conclusion that companies
should consolidate through merger and acquisition. However,
such processes may prove difficult in a capital intensive
industry with strong individual companies forged historically
from family firms. Pooling offers a low risk solution for this,
which can really impact the return to capital and which can
bring the market more into line to attract the capital needed
to keep the world tanker fleet sailing.
Pooling provides a stable robust platform for owners to deal
effectively with both today’s and tomorrow’s tanker markets.
It provides an opportunity for owners to act together positively
and redress the terms of trade balance in the tanker sector
in a clear and transparent way in the long-term interest of all
stakeholders.
A most common criticism is that pools never last long! Euronav
is proud to be a founding member of the Tankers International
Pool, which started in January 2000. Its cornerstones:
transparency, accuracy, collegiality, information sharing and
good governance!

There are benefits to the charterers and the wider community.
Generally the pooling of vessels will discourage ship owners

MANY TIMES MERGERS FAIL THROUGH DIFFERENCE IN LOCATION,
NATIONALITY, SHIP TYPE OR AGE, LEVERAGE AND MANAGEMENT.
HOWEVER, POOLING OFFERS A LOW RISK SOLUTION FOR THIS,
WHICH REALLY IMPACTS THE RETURN TO CAPITAL AND WHICH
CAN BRING THE MARKET MORE INTO LINE TO ATTRACT THE
CAPITAL NEEDED TO KEEP THE WORLD TANKER FLEET SAILING.

“

“
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